Memorandum

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-409763)    DATE: 9/10/64

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-117844) (P)

SUBJECT: MARK LANE  SM - C  Confidential
(00:NY)

Re NY airtel, 9/1/64.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are nine copies and for Dallas two copies of a letterhead memorandum, dated and captioned as above, concerning subject's series of lectures held at the Gramercy Arts Theatre, 138 East 27th Street, NYC, from 8/11/64 through 8/24/64.

Sources who furnished information contained in the letterhead memorandum in order of their appearance are as follows:

First source  VIVIAN ETHER (PS)
Second source  NY 3868-S
Third source  NY 3288-S
Fourth source  HARRY MILLER (PS)
Fifth source  CHARLES CAMPELL (PS)

1-Bureau (Encls.9) (RM)
(1-105-82555)  (LEE HARVEY OSWALD)
(1-100- )  (Citizens' Committee of Inquiry)
2-Dallas (100-10970) (Encls.2) (INFO) (RM)
(1-100-10461)  (LEE HARVEY OSWALD)
1-New York (105-38341)  (LEE HARVEY OSWALD) (312)
1-New York (100-152725)  (Citizens' Committee of Inquiry)
1-New York
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Sixth source NY 3867-S
Seventh source CARMEN PINTO-TAMEIRAO (PS)
Eighth source NY 4056-S
Ninth source NY 2461-S
Tenth source NY 3527-S
Eleventh source NY 711-S
Twelfth source NY 4200-S

Enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified "Confidential" because it contains information from the above current sources of the FBI. It is felt the unauthorized disclosure of information attributed to these sources could compromise these sources and thus be injurious to the national defense.

Two copies of this communication are being forwarded to the Dallas Division in view of their interest in this matter.

For the information of the Bureau, subject's lecture series entitled "Who Killed Kennedy?" starting 8/25/64, will be covered in a future letterhead memorandum.

The pretext on 8/11/64, was conducted by SA RONALD E. YOUNG of the Citizens' Committee of Inquiry, 156 5th Avenue, NYC, under the guise of being a person interested in attending a LANE lecture.

Investigation continuing at New York.